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news
■ Anthony Casey
Councillors fight plans for bus and

Suicide at Galeria Krakowska

fighters from the city worked until dawn to

tram ticket price rise

A man in his 50s has died after jumping from

rescue others from the upper floors of the

Councillors in Krakow will fight plans to in-

the second floor of the car park at Galeria

club complex.

crease the cost of bus and tram tickets in the

Krakowska shopping centre.

Following an investigation, prosecutors in

city to 4 złoty for a 30 minute journey.

The man was carrying no identification, and

Krakow allege that renovation work in the

Politicians from the Civic Platform party (PO)

police have not yet determined who he was.

building weakened the structure of the stair-

have presented their own price increases,

He was taken to hospital, but died of his inju-

case, causing the collapse.

which are lower than those requested by the

ries two hours later.

Office of Infrastructure, Communication and

● ● ●

Transport in Krakow (ZIKiT).

● ● ●

Upgrade for Krakow-Balice aiport train

ZIKiT’s proposal would see the price of a 15
minute ticket set at 3zł from next year, and a

Krakow aquarium investigation –

A new railway station which will drop pas-

30 minute ticket at 4zł. This would bring an

prosecutor drops charges

sengers on the doorstep of Krakow’s Balice

extra 40 m złoty to the city coffers.

Prosecutors will not pursue a case against an

airport is to be built as part of an upgrade

However, PO suggests introducing a 20 min-

American who dismantled Krakow’s famous

to the line connecting the terminal and the

ute ticket, for 2.80zł, and a 40 minute ticket

aquarium after being served an eviction no-

city centre.

for 3.80zł. This would raise 30 m złoty.

tice, saying that the man only damaged his

The railway line will also be rebuilt, and trains

Overall, Krakow makes about 230 m zł a year

own property.

will be powered by electricity which will al-

in ticket revenue, but the cost of running the

Nathan Gendreau stripped out the interior

low them to travel at up to 80km per hour.

trams and buses is 380 m złoty.

of the museum at ul. Sebastiana in June, just

The work will shorten the journey time be-

before bailiffs were due to move in. Some

tween Krakow city centre and the airport,

of the equipment was later found in the

and could mean more frequent trains.

● ● ●

grounds of a hostel run by Mr Gendreau.

Rail operator PKP has invited bids for the

Man and teen girl arrested over

The owner of the building, Krakow’s Mu-

project, which is expected to begin next year

cemetery thefts

seum of Natural History, part of the Polish

and will be complete by 2015.

A teenage girl and a 26-year-old man have

Academy of Sciences, asked the prosecu-

been arrested in connection with thefts of

tor to investigate a possible case of criminal

memorial crosses from Krakow’s Rakowicki

damage.

cemetery.

The prosecutor ruled that Mr Gendreau had

‘Mona Lisa’ style restoration for

Police stopped the man while they were

not damaged the Academy’s property, and

priceless Krakow painting

searching for the 16-year-old girl, a runaway

found no evidence that the fish and reptiles

A painting that was almost lost forever be-

from a city care home. The homeless man

left behind had been intentionally aban-

fore art experts stepped in with state of the

was hiding a rucksack at the time, which

doned or that they had suffered.

art conservation treatment previously used

contained almost 25kg of brass crosses. Of-

● ● ●

only on the Mona Lisa is on display at Wawel

ficers said the girl had been keeping watch

● ● ●

as the crosses were stolen.

castle from today.
Lucas Cranach the Elder’s Christ Blessing the

A spokeswoman for Małopolska police said

Owners face prosecution over

Children first arrived at in Krakow in 1928. It

the crosses were stolen to be melted down

Wielopole night club disaster

was stolen by Nazis during World War II, but

and sold on as scrap metal.

Two men face criminal charges and up to five

returned to Wawel in 1968. The Renaissance

years in prison, in relation to a near-tragedy

painting is one of very few of Cranach’s works

at a packed Krakow night spot a year ago.

in Polish exhibitions, and looked destined to

Grzegorz G and Zenon O are accused of

fall to ruin. It only survived because of mod-

New Year’s Eve party back on, but still

organising an event which endangered the

ern restoration techniques.

no stars

lives and health of members of the public,

It will be exhibited at Wawel, along with

Krakow’s New Year’s Eve celebrations will

after the stairs collapsed at the Kitsch-Cary-

background information about the restora-

once again feature live music this year – but

ca-Łubu-Dubu night club complex at ulica

tion process and the picture’s history, until

there will be no multi-million złoty stars.

Wielopole 15.

February 2013.

Last year’s Sylwester event was cut back to

The accident happened when the clubs

fireworks and recorded music, because the

were full of Saturday night party-goers, at

city could not afford to pay live acts. This

around 2.30am on November 6 2011. Both

year is to feature lesser-known artists, who

men deny the charges.

Mummies off limits as crypt closes

will perform in Rynek Główny from 8.30pm

Eleven people were injured during the acci-

Visiting the unique crypt at the Franciscan

on December 31. No decision has yet been

dent, as concrete stairs gave way. Clubbers

monastery on All Souls’ Day (November 2) to

taken on the format of the fireworks show.

were treated at Krakow hospitals, and fire-

view the mummified remains has long been

● ● ●

● ● ●

a tradition in Krakow. But this year, visitors

than the cost of buying a Polish car. Drivers

were barred – because of dangerous fungi

would only have to adjust mirrors and lights,

that is growing there.

rather than switching pedals and steering

The 400-year-old human remains in the

wheel too.

monastery crypt have been an attraction for

The amendment is currently with the Of-

locals and tourists for many years. Normally

fice of the Prime Minister. Polish car dealers

they can be viewed just twice a year, on

and mechanics say that the move would be

November 2 and 3, but water damage has

bad for business, and Warsaw had previously

caused the corpses to begin decomposing

refused to change rules on safety grounds.

faster – and bacteria are breeding.

However, failure to adapt to the latest call

Now the monastery, on ulica Reformacka, is

from the EU is likely to cost Poland millions

seeking urgent funding for repairs and res-

of złoty in fines.

toration work in the crypt, which could be
lost for good without swift action. The Social

● ● ●

Committee for the Restoration of Krakow’s
Monuments (SKOZK) could not provide the

Szymborska award ‘Poland’s richest’

necessary money – but the monks at the

A literary award in the name of Cracovian

monastery say they are too poor to foot the

Nobel laureate Wisława Szymborska and

bill themselves.

funded from her estate is to be the most

christmas and new year’s
party in Krakow
50° 03' 11" N
19° 57' 32" E

check our

special christmas package

new year’s

party
with

DJ 4Fun
& DJ EkiM

generous in Poland.
● ● ●

The poet, who died in February 2012, stated
in her will that a foundation should be estab-

Paid parking zones to be extended

lished to support and reward writers. In line

Krakow’s paid parking zone is to be expand-

with her wishes, the 200,000zł literary prize

ed from summer next year, with drivers hav-

has been established. The winner each year

ing to pay to leave their cars in Podgórze and

will be the author or translator of a new vol-

Grzegórzki from July 1, 2013.

ume of poetry in Polish.

The existing Zone 3 would be extended to

Five will be nominated for the first award,

cover Grzegórzki, while a new ‘Zone 4’ would

with the first winner expected to be an-

be introduced to Podgórze. The scheme also

nounced in September next year.

includes plans for a‘buffer’zone, which would
be split into five areas around Wrocławska,

● ● ●

Kazimierza Wielkiego, Królewska, Czarnowiejska, Rejmonta, Focha and Kościuszki to

Cracovians learn to scoop poop

the north and west, and the area broadly

Dog owners in Krakow are becoming better

outlined by Grochowska, Grzegórzecka, Cys-

trained – with statistics showing that 30 per

tersów/Fabryczna and Powstania Warsza-

cent more are cleaning up after their pets.

wskiego in the north-east.

The City Guard are receiving fewer com-

Parking in the four main zones would cost

plaints about this brand of anti-social be-

3zł per hour, and 1.50zł in the buffer zone.

haviour. And, while it’s difficult to establish

The city council has yet to approve the

exactly why, the theory is that dog owners

scheme, but is expected to do so, despite

feel more ashamed these days if they fail to

the reservations of some councillors, who

clean up.

fear it will spark conflict between residents of

But the city of Krakow certainly deserves

the new and extended paid parking zones,

some of the credit, for a ‘hearts and minds’

and those coming into the city.

(and bottoms) initiative launched in 2009,
to educate dog owners about their re-

● ● ●

sponsibilities. At the time, city mayor Jacek
Majchrowski said action was needed in the

British cars on Polish roads?

face of ‘a shame and an abomination’. A task

EU rules mean that cars from the UK could

force was established, and cleaning kits were

soon be registered legally in Poland.

made available to dog owners.

Currently, the law states that right-hand
drive vehicles – the norm in the UK and oth-

● ● ●

er countries which drive on the left – must
be fully adapted before they can be officially

Krakow architects take top prizes

registered here. However, the Ministry of

Two Krakow firms have won acclaim in the

Transport has drafted an amendment to the

bid to build Poland’s only museum dedi-

law, in answer to EU requirements that Po-

cated to emigration, after judges in Gdynia

land meets European standards.

chose one to create the permanent exhibi-

In practice, the change would mean that

tion and awarded the other a cash prize.

cheap gas-guzzlers from the UK could be im-

AE Fusion Studio collected an 80,000zł award

ported to Poland, often much more cheaply

for their concept for the exhibition. The stu-

restaurant

hotel

conferences

wellness

Galaxy Hotel & Andromeda Restaurant

Gęsia 22a, 31-535 Kraków
T: +48 12 342 81 00, F: +48 12 342 81 10
hotel@galaxyhotel.pl, www.galaxyhotel.pl
www.jordan.pl
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Baptism of fire

The artist’s impression depicts a radically

A spark of pride for Krakow

Plant of contention

to the environment. “Obtaining local inhab-

modern looking building with a green-clad,

“The incinerator is a great success for Kra-

This formidable peak of achievement has

itants’ acceptance of the plant’s location

sloping roof. Stripes resembling the pattern

kow. It will allow us to meet strict EU limits

not been reached without a few slip-ups.

was attempted by a so-called compensa-

of crops or mown grass add a rustic touch.

concerning waste disposal and will also pro-

When the first rumours of a waste incinera-

tion agreement with the local council,” they

But it’s what is inside that really matters – a

vide new jobs and guarantee the city’s en-

tor appeared in 2004, it immediately sparked

wrote, condemning this deal as: “not a wise,

waste incinerating facility with a promised

ergy security,” said Mayor Jacek Majchrowski

protests from local residents and ecologists.

rational compromise.”

output of 8 MW, equal to the energy used

on signing the construction contract with

The city then turned its attention to waste

KHK believes these protests are not repre-

by Krakow’s trams or its street lighting, plus

South Korean contractor POSCO.

sorting and recycling, but in 2007 the Min-

sentative of public opinion. “According to

35 MW of heat.

Krakow’s waste incinerator will be the first

istry for Regional Development added the

our surveys, 80 to 90 percent of Cracovians

Expected to cost 645 m złoty, Krakow’s

in Poland to be built using state-of-the-art

proposed incinerator plant to a batch of

are in favour of the waste plant. Over time,

planned thermal waste processing plant, to

technologies, and will deal with 220,000

projects to be co-funded by the EU, and the

the group of active protesters has shrunk

be built on a brownfield site in Nowa Huta,

tons of solid waste per year. Un-recyclable

plant again became the talk of the town.

to no more than five or ten people,” claims

has broken records as the most expensive,

by-products will take up five times less land-

All four locations considered for the plant

Jarosław Gurbiel.

difficult and painstaking municipal project

fill space than is currently used annually. The

were protested by locals, and hasty nego-

Local residents will continue to have the

ever undertaken in Krakow.

city’s rapidly filling waste dump in Barycz will

tiations and an information campaign failed

right to object to all legal permits relating

So far, there have been several lawsuits and a

gain more than 30 years of operation useful-

to convince the sceptics. Opponents of the

to the waste plant until the investment is

complaint to the EU Commission, the bank-

ness as a result.

plant blocked streets and protested at the

complete. Since the EU became the spiritus

ruptcy of a winning contractor in the middle

The project has received a grant of 385.5 m

law courts several times. They also launched

movens of the plant, with the huge carrot of

of the tender process, and a court ruling re-

złoty from the EU Infrastructure and Environ-

an anti-incinerator website, a PR campaign

subsidies, and the stick of penalties, time has

voking the project’s building permit due to

ment Programme, the largest EU Commis-

and sent a petition against the plant to the

been against the project – any significant

errors in the paperwork.

sion subsidy ever granted to a public facility.

EU Commission. After two years of delicate

delay caused by court orders or natural di-

“We have now completed three crucial steps:

The remaining 275 m złoty will come from a

negotiations, Mayor Majchrowski promised

sasters would result in having to return the

public consultation, the environmental im-

commercial loan to KHK, which will fund re-

to carry out a raft of more than 50 develop-

money. And this would be a major blow to

pact report and the environmental decision.,”

payments by selling the heat and electricity

ment and revitalisation investments in Nowa

Krakow’s budget.

said Jarosław Gurbiel of Krakow Communal

generated by the plant.

Huta, though this process was slowed by the

“Of course there are still many permits to

Holding (Krakowskiego Holdingu Komunal-

Krakow has also gained valuable know-how,

global economic crisis and the city’s debt

be obtained and arrangements to be dis-

nego – KHK), the developer and eventual

and the development procedures that have

problems.

cussed, and any stage might be obstructed

operator of the plant.

been hammered out have become a pat-

A hardcore of opponents continue to protest

by our opponents, but the construction itself

tern for other cities in Poland wanting to

and petition the courts. “Our veto is rooted

will not be stopped,” says Gurbiel, who also

build their own incinerators. This applies

more deeply than a pathological discontent,

revealed that the investment will soon be

both to the project’s concern for green con-

namely in facts and citizen responsibility,”

granted a building permit. The first flames

siderations, but also the ways it has found

wrote protesters from associations in Zielo-

are due to be kindled in the plant’s incinera-

for securing community support through a

na Mogila and Łąki Nowohuckie to Mayor

tors in the autumn of 2015.

social agreement between the mayor and

Majchrowski in May of this year. They fear a

local residents.

deterioration in living conditions and threats

■ Grażyna Zawada

dio has also been invited to discuss in more

more youth and pilgrim exchanges between

detail how the exhibition will look. A second

the cities, in honour of the former pope John

Krakow firm, Fabryka Dekoracji, won 40,000zł

Paul II.

for their contribution.

Mr Majchrowski said: “The contract we

Marek Stępa, deputy mayor of Gdynia, said

signed today with Rome is proof of our [cit-

the winners had been chosen for their ‘artis-

ies’] excellent co-operation.”

tic language and vivid imagination’.

The two cities have already worked closely

The Emigration Museum will be built at

together in the past. Krakow and Rome

Dworzec Morski, and the permanent exhibi-

got together to host an exhibition marking

tion will cover some 3,500 square metres.

the beatification of Pope John Paul II, while
Rome hosted an evening dedicated to the

● ● ●

work of Nobel Prize winning poet Wisława
Szymborszka.

First Holy Communions cancelled
When Krakow’s churches hang white sashes

● ● ●

and flowers outside their doors and gates, it’s
a sure sign that the all-important first Holy

Krakow scientists pioneers new

Communions are underway.

diabetes test

But changes in the rules about when children

Researchers at Krakow’s University of Sci-

should take this step in the Catholic Church

ence and Technology have hit upon what

mean that, come 2014, the sashes and flow-

they believe is a new way to help diabetics

ers will be practically non-existant in Krakow

– based purely on the air we exhale.

and across most of Małopolska. The problem

Inspiration for the discovery that could

has emerged because of education reforms

change the lives of millions hit Artur Rydosz,

which now make the assumption that chil-

a graduate at the department of Computer

dren start school at the age of six. What this

Science and Electronics, after living with a

means in practice is that children in the third

diabetic and experiencing his grandfather’s

grade will, by 2015, be the same age as those

struggle with the disease.

in the second – nine.

Diabetics currently have to measure their

Church authorities were given the freedom

blood sugar levels using a needle – and it

to choose which classes would take First

was the shaking hands of Artur’s grandfa-

Holy Communion, and most in the region

ther that prompted him to seek another

have adopted a policy of ‘third grade only’.

method.

So there will be almost no First Communions

His procedure, still in development, is based

in churches in Krakow in 2014.

on levels of acetone in the breath we ex-

Father Krzysztof Wilk, head of the the Depart-

hale.

ment of Pastoral Care of Children and Young
People in Krakow, said the delay would im-

● ● ●

prove children’s spiritual understanding.
He added: “It is better that the children go

Integrated intercity and tram tickets un-

to communion a little later than a year too

der consideration

early.”

Councillors and public transport officials in
Krakow and Warsaw are considering intro● ● ●

ducing an integrated ticket for intercity passengers, which will allow them to take trains

Krakow and Rome agree on closer

and use trams on their arrival.

cooperation

The new service would allow rail passengers

The leaders of Krakow and Rome have

arriving in the capital on intercity services. to

signed an agreement that will allow the two

get a tram from stops around Warsaw’s main

cities to co-operate more closely in the fields

station, Warszawa Centralna, without having

of culture, education and environmental is-

to buy a separate ticket.

sues.

A one-hour ticket in Warsaw currently costs

Jacek Majchrowski, Mayor of Krakow, and

5.20zł, but would be available as an add-on

Giovanni Alemanno, Mayor or Rome, sealed

for just 3.40zł.

the deal which will also pave the way for

Jamie Stokes

THE NEW

Debora (Italy) and Jesper (Denmark)
Photo: Krzysztof Racoń
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CRACOVIANS
Monika (Poland) and Stefano (Italy) | Photo: Krzysztof Racoń

Agnieszka (Poland) and Tamasz (Hungary) | Photo: Krzysztof Racoń
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They want to be seen as
normal people, as happily
married couples, as
families
Kinga (Poland) and Andrea (Italy) | Photo: Krzysztof Racoń

here is a persistent belief that Poland is a monoculture. This belief continues to be held

Krzysztof is part of that generation of young Poles who have grabbed the opportunity to live and

by many Poles, who assume that the foreigners they see sitting in cafes are all tourists. In

work abroad. After four years in Spain and studying in the Netherlands, he became very familiar with that

fact, Poland ceased to be the monoculture of legend years ago. There has been no mass

breed of trans-nationalists who now thrive in every European city. He was intrigued, and delighted, to

immigration, but there has been a steady inflow of people from around the world who have

find the same trends back in his homeland.

set up lives here.
“The phenomenon of mixed-nationality couples is becoming increasingly common. Having
Polish documentary photographer Krzysztof Racoń has set out to bust this myth with his

experienced living and working abroad myself, I wanted to know about the experiences of these people

Interkulturalni w Krakowie project. His idea was to document the lives and examine the perceptions

in my own country,” says Krzysztof. “I also wanted to show this community to that large part of Polish

of mixed-nationality couples living in Krakow. The resulting video and photographs debuted before an

society that doesn’t have any contact with the foreigners who live here – people from my parents’

audience of native and non-native Cracovians last month at the cross-cultural Interkulturalnia Festival.

generation.”

Natalia (Poland) and Bastien (Mexico) | Photo: Krzysztof Racoń

Ania (Belarus) and Boyko (Bulgaria) | Photo: Krzysztof Racoń
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There were two
births and one
engagement
in the time it
took to go
from planning
to realisation

“A lot of Poles are unsure what to think

surprising number of the foreign partners are

was more to do with shyness than an

couples, and their own photos, can be seen at

about foreigners living here. They are not

from much further afield than Europe. The roll

unwillingness to be exposed as ‘the foreigners

interkulturalni.blogspot.com.

antagonistic, but they have a question mark over

call includes a Costa Rican, two Mexicans, a

living among us.’”

the phenomenon. I want to show them that

Nicaraguan and a Peruvian among the more

everyone who lives here has the same problems

predictable Europeans.

and concerns, wherever they were born. Italians
and Mexicans have to sit in the same traffic jams
we do.”

“Perhaps the most revealing question I asked
There is much more to Interkulturalni w

foreigners was how they wanted to be perceived

Krakowie than a glance at Krzysztof’s photos

by Poles,” says Krzysztof. “In most cases, the

“Finding participants was not a problem,” says

might suggest. The couples were given

answer was that they want to be seen as normal

Krzysztof. “My original plan was to feature 50

‘homework’ consisting of a series of questions

people, as happily married couples, as families.”

couples, but the process turned out to be very

about their lives. They were asked to take

And how have the Poles responded to Krzysztof’s

Interkulturalni w Krakowie concentrates on

time consuming. There were two births and one

photos or find images that represented their first

efforts? “I took my parents and aunts and uncles

14 couples. In most cases, one of the partners

engagement among the couples in the time it

meeting, that characterised their partners, and

to see the photographs and the video. ‘You are

is Polish, but there is also a Belarusian-Bulgarian

took to go from planning to realisation. A few

of things that struck them as distinctive about

living in a different world,’ they said to me, ‘but we

and an Italian-Danish pairing in the mix. A

people I approached said no, but I think this

Poland. The in-depth stories of the featured

are happy to see it.’”

Content Marketer
Giuseppe Sedia

Capgemini is currently recruiting a Content Marketer to work on
research and content building in the field of IT applications,
IT Infrastructure and Business Process Outsourcing.

Pokłosie (Aftermath), 2012
Starring: Ireneusz Czop, Maciej Stuhr,
Zbigniew Zamachowski
Directed by: Władysław Pasikowski

Job description:

Although quiet for a decade, nobody believed

conspiracy of silence among the residents of a

that Władysław Pasikowski would give up

fictional village where a Jedwabne-style massacre

directing feature films for good following the poor

had taken place. “We already have a huge number

reviews of his gangster movie Reich (2001). During

of films on the horrors committed by the Soviets

this break, Pasikowski, has kept his directorial

and the Germans, and it’s time to say what terrible

muscles in shape with the Polish crime series The

things we did ourselves,” said Pasikowski. On

Cop before scripting the highly unsatisfying Hans

another level, the tormented relationship and

Kloss: More at Stake than Death (2012). With a hint

lack of mutual understanding between Józek

of intellectual snobbery, he is often branded by

and Franciszek in their search for the truth can

local critics a ‘talented artisan,’ but Pasikowski has

be read as metaphor for the Polish-Polish war.

finally succeeded in completing his long-awaited

Enhanced by the warm smoothness of Paweł

feature inspired to the 1942 Jedwabne pogrom,

Edelman’s cinematography, Pokłosie smacks of the

erroneously attributed to the Nazis. Pasikowski

best Hollywood thrillers. On the other hand, the

was inspired by the domestic reaction to the

pathos of the mass-grave discovery scene evokes

book Neighbours, by Jan Tomasz Gross, which

the finest bloodshed productions from Hong

re-assigned the responsibility for the massacres

Kong. Produced, among others, by Apple Film,

to Poles. Pokłosie (Aftermath, 2012) deals with

Pasikowski’s sumptuous and disturbing comeback

the attempt made by two brothers Józek (Maciej

will reach a significant number of markets outside

Stuhr) and Franciszek (Ireneusz Czop) to break the

of Poland.

• Work closely with marketing, sales and bid teams to translate technical, often complex
services into marketing, demand generation, sales and pursuit campaigns that communicate
clear business propositions and value
• Conduct desk and first-hand research
• Write, edit and proof marketing and sales content. Writing assignments include product
and service brochures, white papers, ad copy, newsletters, web copy, thought leadership
and by-lined articles, newsletters, press releases, scripts and storyboards for videos
and animations, presentations, case studies, bios, invitations, and email campaigns

Candidate’s professional experience and qualifications:
• Fluency in and love of the English language, preferably confirmed by a degree
in English / Journalism / Communications
• Excellent copy editing skills, as well as writing and research skills, with at least 3 years
of related experience in a B2B setting, preferably in IT and technology
• Attention to detail

What we offer
•
•
•
•

Interesting and stable job in an international team
Competitive salary with attractive benefits package
A training package that can be tailored to suit individual needs
Opportunity of personal development in a multinational environment

If interested, please email your resume and a current portfolio or 3-5 examples of previous work
relevant to this position, to recruitmentBPO.pl@capgemini.com
Please put “Content Marketer” in the title of your email.
Please note, the recruitment process will include a test to assess applicant’s skills.
We protect your privacy. We kindly inform you that we contact only chosen candidates. In your application please include
the following statement: “I hereby authorize you to process my personal data included in my job application for the needs
of the recruitment process (in accordance with the Personnel Protection Act 29.08.1997 no 133 position 883)”.

Komeda, Komeda... 2011

Directed by: Natasza Ziółkowska-Kurczuk
Krzysztof Komeda proposed the understated

power over artistic decisions usually in the hands

Jan ‘Ptaszyn’ Wróblewski. She has also dug even

term ‘film music’ to describe his contributions

of film directors. In Komeda, Komeda... (2012)

deeper into Komeda’s past, retracing his life as a

to Roman Polański’s movies. The composer

Natasza Ziółkowska-Kurczuk tackles the life of

medical student in Poznań. Komeda, Komeda...

of scores for Rosemary’s Baby, The Fearless

the outstanding composer, focusing on his life in

takes us back to the time when the Communist

Vampire Killers and Knife in the Water, Komeda

the 1950s. The dynamic duo of Komeda-Polański

authorities could only be persuaded to allow

is also regarded as one of the most significant

had not yet been formed when the sextet led by

jazz performances because of the link between

European jazz musicians of the 20th century.

Komeda concluded a legendary performance at

the music and the African-American struggle for

Edward Etler, a Polish filmmaker who emigrated

the Sopot Jazz Festival in 1956. At that moment,

civil rights. This documentary is embellished with

to Israel in 1968, candidly confessed that he used

the Polish audience found its own Monterey on

beautifully sombre animations by Piotr Dumała

to wait for Komeda to bring him a tape before

the Baltic coast. Ziółkowska-Kurczuk managed to

that save the film from feeling like a made-for-

he decided how to film a scene. Komeda’s talent

involve former members of Komeda’s sextet in the

television feature.

was such that he wrestled away some of the

reconstruction of his life, including saxophonist

Przygoda czlowieka poczciwego
(The Adventures of a Good Citizen) 1960
Directed by: Stefan Themerson and Franciszka Themerson

Przygoda

czlowieka

poczciwego

(The

is also an apologia for extravagance in daily life.

trademark ‘photogram’ technique, which consists

Adventure of a Good Citizen, 1937) is almost all

The protagonist is an office clerk who escapes

in filming the outlines of objects through a

that is left of Poland’s film avant-garde. Stefan

from his ennui by walking out of his workplace

translucent sheet. This late example of pre-war

Themerson tailored several experimental films

backwards, and into two furniture movers on

surrealism inspired Roman Polański, who adopted

with his wife, the painter Franciszka, that were

the street. The Good Citizen eventually escapes

the wardrobe motif in his debut short Dwaj

lost in Paris during the German occupation. His

to the forest, pursued by an angry mob bearing

ludzie z szafą (Two Men and a Wardrobe, 1958).

visual experiments were carried out in Warsaw

‘Down With Walking Backwards!’ placards. The

Fortunately or unfortunately, limited circulation

and, later, in London where the Themersons

mix of narrative elements and primitive camera

of Przygoda czlowieka poczciwego prevented

settled after World War II. Apart from being the

tricks culminating into a mob scene clearly evoke

Thermesons’ gem from scandalising the Polish

most narrative of Themerson’s films from his

René Clair’s short film Entr’acte (1924). The forest

artistic milieu of the time.

Polish period, Przygoda czlowieka poczciwego

sequence offers a sample of Stefan Themerson’s

RESTITUTION
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Rabbi Joseph Karmel
(Image: Les productions des quatre jeudis Inc.)

KNOCKING
ON DOORS

13
Nissan Tzur

efore World War II, the Karmel

assets seized during the Nazi occupation or under

family ran a successful business in

the Communist regime. Poland’s unwillingness to

Krakow and owned a building on

pass such a law puts the country squarely out of

ul. Józefa. The family had been part

step with rest of Europe,” says Scott.

of the Jewish community in the city
since the 14th century. Like millions of others, they

Restitution is one of the hottest of hot political

suffered the depredations of the Nazi invaders

potatoes in Poland. There is intense international

and then, when the war was over, the surviving

pressure for the country to follow Germany,

members of the family left Poland for good. The

Lithuania, Hungary and Romania in framing a

building at ul. Józefa 1, like tens of thousands

restitution law. The Polish government, however,

across the country, was simply abandoned. Now,

estimates the value of former Jewish-owned

almost 70 years later, New York Rabbi Joseph

property at 10 billion US dollars, and pleads that

Karmel wants it back.

its current economic situation makes introducing

I'm not coming to talk about the
Holocaust. I'm not coming to ask
anyone to 'make good'
what
what happened
happened

Canadian filmmaker Eric Scott became involved

such a law impossible.

The building at ul. Jozefa 1 (Image: Les productions des quatre jeudis Inc.)

with Rabbi Karmel’s story when he decided to
shoot a documentary about the ongoing issue

Jehuda Evron, President of Holocaust Restitution

of restitution in Poland. Now seeking funding to

Committee, disagrees: “I think this [figure] includes

complete his project, Scott is planning to bring his

all Jewish properties. Approximately 80 percent of

crew to Krakow and ask some searching questions.

these properties have no claimants because the
entire family was killed, and so there are no heirs to

“Restitution is a documentary about an

claim. I think that it is only 2 billion dollars. But there

unacknowledged crime on a massive scale.

is no need for monetary compensation anyway

Twenty three years after the fall of Communism,

– just that these buildings be returned to their

Poland still refuses to do what it promised to

owners. Seventy percent of these buildings are in

do. The government of Poland will not pass a

the hands of national or local authorities – what

restitution law that would either return private

they have to do is just give them back.”

property or compensate Jews and their heirs for

14

A Jewish family relaxing on Krakow’s Planty, late 1930s

Regardless of the economic arguments, it is

Lauder Foundation received a letter from Solidarity

government

(Samorządowe

Poland. We’ll knock on the doors of their former

clear that transferring the ownership of hundreds

leaders in Poland saying: ‘We have all the records

Kolegium Odwoławcze) in Krakow in July 2008.

homes and see who is living there now. We will film

of millions of dollars worth of property from Polish

of real estate from 1939. We are ready to reach out

The Court referred the claim to the Ministry of

these conversations with the current occupants or

hands into those of non-Poles who are often

and let the real owners return to their properties.’

Infrastructure…

owners. We will go to city hall, accompanied by

perceived as ‘wealthy foreigners’ could be very

One of those owners was my family. We have been

unpopular. Rabbi Karmel has little sympathy: “I do

busy with the courts since then, filling in requests

On June 3, 2009, the Ministry of Infrastructure

understand that they can’t give away their country.

and providing documents. It’s amazing – the

issued a decision refusing to initiate proceedings

On the other hand – these properties are ours. The

paperwork is all there: the government registration

on the motion brought by Joseph Karmel… The

ridiculous thing is that nobody denies that this

of land and property ownership, the names of

Minister justified this decision by stating that,

“We will include the point of view of ordinary

property belongs to us – they just claim that the

those killed in the Holocaust, everything is there.

although the Ministry had repeatedly called upon

Poles who feel threatened with displacement and

whole process takes time. Our lawyers tell us that

It’s a procedure that takes about twenty minutes

the petitioner to demonstrate his legal interest to

hardship should restitution ever become a reality.

the Polish courts are taking their time because,

in a New York court, in Poland we’ve been dealing

initiate administrative proceedings, he had failed

Meeting with the highest representative of the

once they start giving back property, it will be a big

with this for twenty three years already.”

to do so and, therefore, could not be declared a

Polish government willing to appear on camera,

party to the case.”

we will ask for an explanation of Poland’s official

problem for them. But that’s not my problem, this
property belongs to us – we are only asking for it
back.”

appeal

court

US lawyers specializing in restitution issues, in an

The Krakow Post asked city authorities for a

attempt to uncover the paper trail of the transfer of
Jewish property to Polish ownership.

point of view, balancing the story with an entirely

statement regarding Rabbi Karmel’s claim to Józefa

Filmmaker Eric Scott believes that the Polish

different perspective. Neither the issue, nor the

1. With respect to the ownership of the property, a

state has not merely failed to address the question

claimants nor their descendants are willing to go
away quietly.”

Jehuda Evron, whose organisation represents

spokesperson for the Department of Information,

of restitution, it is effectively covering up the seizure

more than 3,000 Jewish claimants, shares Rabbi

Tourism and Promotion of the City said the

of Jewish property by past Polish governments

Karmel’s frustration at the pace of the process: “We

building is: “owned by a common hold association

– a position that will undoubtedly raise hackles.

While Scott’s attempt to uncover Polish

don’t get any help from the Polish authorities. We

(wspólnota mieszkaniowa). The Municipality of

“Poland’s non-action is tantamount to disavowing

complicity in the theft of Jewish property is likely

have only promises from Polish prime ministers

Krakow holds 48.30% of the ownership rights to

Polish participation in the plundering of Jewish

to result in many of the doors he knocks on

and foreign ministers that have not been kept.

the property.”

property during the Holocaust, continuing up to

being slammed in his face, there is no denying

Unfortunately, instead of returning these buildings

the end of Communist rule in 1989. More than

that the restitution question is not going away.

they keep selling them to Polish and foreign

The statement continued: “The Department

two decades after the restoration of democracy in

Rabbi Karmel sees the issue as almost devoid of

investors. Most of the cases are in Polish courts for

of Geodesy of the Municipality of Krakow has

Poland, Polish Jewish survivors and their heirs are

historical context: “I’m not coming to talk about

more than ten years and, even if you win your case

informed us that they have no information

still seeking reparations for property that was taken

the Holocaust. I’m not coming to ask anyone to

in court, it takes years to get the building back. I

concerning a court case initiated 23 years ago, but

from them either by Polish individuals or by the

‘make good’ what happened. I’m simply saying:

believe that only five to six percent of claimants

it does have information concerning the claim of

Polish State, but to no avail. As recently as February

there’s property that’s mine, I would like to come

have recovered their property.”

Joseph Karmel.

2011, the government of Poland suspended work

back and reclaim it. I’d like to just walk in the

on legislation to this effect. My film will attempt to

door and say I’m home. What does that have to

find out why.

do with the Nazis? It has to do with the here

Rabbi Karmel’s case has been ongoing for

The claim to declare invalid the ruling by

considerably more than ten years. He told the

means of which the property was taken over

Krakow Post: “In 1989, the chairman of the Ronald S.

by the State Treasury was brought to the local

and the now.”
“We will follow restitution claimants back to

Stuart Wadsworth

Galicja po Kolei
alicia is the historical name for a region

ul. Lwowska 4
www.galicjapokolei.pl
saffron sauce, both delicate and satisfying, with

Photo: David McGirr

of what used to be eastern Austro-

succulent meat.

Hungary, stretching from present-day

The professionally trained chef clearly knows

Małopolska east to Lwow in Ukraine

his stuff, and what this restaurant does so well is

and beyond, and south to what is now northern

combine quality, quantity and good value: a rare

Romania. Galicja po Kolei is a new restaurant,

feat. Combined with excellent, friendly service, this

just off Plac Bohaterów Ghetta in Podgórze, that

restaurant definitely appears to be on the right

attempts to bring together the varied but related

track.

cuisines of these regions with some Czech and

The wine list could be accused of being slightly

Slovakian thrown in for good measure.

perfunctory, including only a few Hungarian,

Unassuming from the outside, the interior

Romanian and (ahem) Ukrainian vintages, as could

is compact and cosy. Decorated with black

the beer list, which features just Żywiec, but these

and white shots of steam trains, and with one

were my only quibbles. Anyway, the list of shorts,

wall entirely given over to a wide-angle interior
shot of Budapest central station, customers are

shots and other alcoholic beverages makes up for
extremely reasonable.

excessive grease, but this was crisp and delicious,

this.

I arrived on a Wednesday evening, which is

and served with a tangy garlic sauce. Next came

My dessert found me, as ever, with a pretty

The name is a play on words – literally: ‘Galicia

Czech day, and was served garlic soup to start,

a Romanian dish, trout with almonds on polenta

full stomach, but the frozen tort with white

by railway,’ but figuratively ‘Galicia day-by-day.’ The

following a generic aperitif – grzaniec (mulled

with a creamy leek sauce. Polenta, a starchy, corn-

chocolate, walnuts and raspberry sauce, was just

twist is that, depending on which day you come,

wine) – that was spicy and warming. My soup

based staple, is not normally very tasty, but this

the ticket and went down smoothly. A Viennese

you will be offered a different menu – Ukrainian

was creamy and garlicky, with crunchy croutons

was fine, and complemented the tasty baked fish

coffee to finish – the rich coffee came laced with

on Monday, Hungarian on Tuesday, Czech on

to go with it. On a previous visit, I had sampled

well, as did the sauce.

honey and whipped cream – rounding off the meal

Wednesday, and so on. There is also a daily lunch

the Hungarian fish soup, which was also hot and

menu (30% cheaper) and other staples such

hearty.

transported to somewhere in central Europe.

My partner had the pork loin stuffed with

and leaving me a very satisfied customer. Podgórze,

prunes and apricots was surprisingly moist and

otherwise a bit of a culinary dead-end, has a new
best restaurant. Time to stop off and inspect it.

as pierogi, salads, potato pancakes and pork or

A second starter arrived – fried cheese in bread

tasty, and served up with a plate of appetising

chicken dishes that are always available. Mains

crumbs with fries – a dish I have had on numerous

grilled vegetables and potato wedges. Also worthy

range from 15 to 30zł if you go in the evening –

visits to Czech and don’t normally like due to

of mention from a previous visit is a turkey dish in

Polish Jewish Painting Before
1939

Etiuda and Anima

Space Gallery is one of the oldest, and certainly

addicts, as this week-long festival sets out to

one of the best-endowed, private galleries in

prove each year, and invariably does so. It’s partly

Krakow, having been running in the city since

about competition, with gold, silver and bronze

the 1990s and holding an astonishing collection

dinosaurs and jabberwockies up for grabs for

of works by Polish greats. The gallery is currently

the most creative film-makers; but mostly it’s for

holding a retrospective of paintings by Polish

the fans, with a programme of screenings on a

Jewish artists before World War II. Many of these

variety of themes, fiction and documentary, on

figures learned their craft as part of the Modern

offer throughout the week. Each year the festival

School of Paris in the interwar period. Most died

holds two international contests, for etudes and

in the death camps or the ghettos of Łódź, Krakow

animations created by both professionals and

and Białystok.

adepts of animation. See: etiudaandanima.com

When: Until December 31

When: November 23 to 29

Where: Space Gallery, ul. Św. Marka 7

Where: Various venues

Animation – it’s not just for children and Disney

Audio Art
You’re getting two festivals for one with this event,
which runs from November 16–18 AND 22–25 in
Krakow this year. One of the most intriguing acts
on the programme will be Jacek Smolicki, whose
Streetsampling project is a crossover between
music and sociology, featuring recordings of
buskers on our city streets. Don’t miss Wojciech
Kucharczyk’s interpretation of James Joyce’s

Finnegan’s Wake, either – and be sure to catch the
performance by Male Instrumenty, who can play
anything you choose to name on toy pianos! See:
www.audio.art.pl

the Luftwaffe in 1937 has the dubious distinction

Jarmusch on the Right Bank of
the Vistula

of being the world’s most famous air raid, largely

Throughout November, this tiny cinema come

thanks to Pablo Picasso’s alarming painting of the

café will be showcasing the works of Jim

same name. US artist Anita Glesta has created a

Jarmusch, beginning on November 15 with the

multimedia installation based on the first-hand

1980 movie Permanent Vacation. Other films

testimony of Guernica survivors, now on at

in the cycle will include Stranger than Paradise,

MOCAK as part of the Traces of Memory cycle.

Down by Law, Mystery Train, Night on Earth, Dead

Their voices can be heard echoing around the

Man, and Coffee and Cigarettes. A pass costs PLN

building’s arcade, and the video can be seen at

49, for seven movies, or catch them individually at

Galeria Beta.

PLN 10 each.

When: Until January 27

When: November 15 to 23

Where: MOCAK, ul. Lipowa 4

Where: Kika Cinema, ul. Krasickiego 18

Apartment for 2012

Where: Various venues

changes have reshaped the look of a nation and
its cities. Organised to mark the centenary of the
2012 Architecture and Garden Design Expo City
of Gardens, held in Krakow in 1912, the exhibition
explores these changes with special reference to
the ways in which they have influenced urban
living spaces in Poland’s cities in the period
since 1989 and controversial processes such as
gentrification, suburbanisation and urban sprawl.
When: Until Jan 31, 2013
Where: National Museum, Al. 3 Maja 1

Film

Materia Prima – Form and Mask, is the second
outing for this theatre festival at Krakow’s
internationally renowned Groteska. This year it
brings together the talents of theatre troupes
and individuals from Canada, Russia, Austria,
Iran, France, the Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland,
Morocco, Belgium, Denmark and Latvia. What
they all have in common is their brave approach
to bringing theatre to the stage through forms of
expression that don’t include words – something
that visitors to Krakow who arrive with little or no
Polish definitely appreciate.
When: November 17 to 24
Where: Teatr Groteska, ul. Skarbowa 2

Tchaikovsky’s Pathetique
The orchestra and choir of the Krakow
Philharmonic bring this moving and enchanting
symphony from Tchaikovsky, to the stage over two
nights in November. They will be conducted by
Paweł Przytocki, and will be accompanied by Ivan
Monighetti (drums), and Ryszard Haba and Tomasz
Sobaniec on percussion. The programme for both
evenings will also include works by the Polish
composer Juliusz Łuciuk, and the contemporary
Russian Sofia Asgatovna Gubaidulina.

Cinemas are great for getting you out of the
house and watching movies at home is great
with a few beers and a a few friends, but how
to combine the two? Step forward Off.Kijów,

performance of the Rachmaninoff ballet that tells
the story of Don Jose. Yet, although many in the
audience will be there to hear the famous Piano

Concerto number 2, the performance will also
include Rodion Shchedrin’s suite on the theme
of Bizet. Choreographed and directed by Slovak
Ondrej Soth, this show premiered as recently as
February this year and is a co-production with the
Slovakian National Theatre in Bratislava.
When: November 23 and 24
Where: Opera Krakowska, ul. Lubicz 48

When: November 16 and 17
Where: Filharmonia Krakowska, ul. Zwierzyniecka 1

Underground Cinema

Shchedrin
Opera Krakowska pull out all the stops for this

Modern residential architecture has undergone
many changes, and in Poland especially these

Materia Prima

When: November 16 to 25

Anita Glesta – Guernica
The bombing of the Spanish town of Guernica by

Concerts

Theatre, Opera
& Dance

Other
Bajit Chadasz
Featuring

music,

lectures,

film

previews,

exhibitions and more, the annual celebration
of Bajit Chadasz (New Home) is an exposition of

an initiative from Kijów.Centrum that advertises

Theatre Without Words

Jewish culture old and new. Guests include world

itself as an ‘underground cinema club.’ The idea is

Czech writer Bohumil Hrabal’s works inspired the

experts in their fields, so this really is a chance to

simple – comfy sofas, a well-stocked bar, and an

play I’ll Sell the House in Which I Can No Longer

get to know something more of Judaism in the

endless stream of schlock and B-movies to giggle

Live, which is performed without words for the

modern world. This year’s programme opens on

and marvel at. All showings cost 10 zł, except

enjoyment of an international theatre audience.

the European Day of Jewish Culture and Heritage,

on Bloody Mondays (every Monday is a Bloody

It’s a tale of the human condition, exploring all of

and the first event will be a lecture called Joy A

Monday at Kijów), when entry is free. See: www.

the stages of life – birth, childhood, marriage, old

Step From Despair: The Chosen People and their

offkijowklub.pl for listings.

age and death, and told exclusively through the

Humour.

When: Most days

medium of movement in a style that is unique to

When: Until November 30

Where: Kijów.Centrum, al. Krasińskiego 34

this Krakow theatre company.

Where: Centre for Jewish Culture, ul. Meiselsa 17

When: November 30
Where: KTO Theatre, ul. Gzymsików 8

Jewish Culture

New Horizons
There’s hardly a film festival in Krakow in which

Senior Cinema

Pyza on Polish Lanes

Every so often, a new place springs up in Krakow

the famous independent cinema Kino pod

Great movies without the rabble of a youth that

If you’re in Krakow with youngsters (or have a

that sets itself apart from others. This is what

Baranami is not involved, and New Horizons is no

has no idea what it’s missing – welcome to Kino

Polish other half and want to bring up the kids with

happened after 2002, when the UK’s Prince of

exception. The programme includes screenings of

Kika’s senior screenings, which are held every

a knowledge of the country), this performance

Wales promised to help establish a place for

Przemysław Wojcieszek’s Secret, which caught the

Monday at 11am. The programme includes

is a great way to introduce them to the stories

the city’s Jewish community to meet outside

attention of the judges at the Gdynia Film Festival

movies in all genres, but guarantees that you will

that have made Poland. The shows are based on

synagogue. True to his word he was one of the

this year, Djinn Carrenard’s Donoma, Kleber

only share the audience with senior citizens (not

Hanna Januszewska’s poems, as well as folk songs

driving forces behind the opening of Krakow’s

Mendonca Filho’s prize-winning Neighbouring

that we can guarantee that they won’t be wearing

from all the regions of the country, and present an

Jewish Community Centre in 2008. Now the

Sounds, and Beyond the Hills, which earned

purple…). Refreshments are available, and tickets

accessible and fun introduction to Poland’s history,

centre offers a full weekly programme, and

director Cristian Mungiu a clutch of gongs.

for each movie cost just 10zł each.

geography and wildlife.

welcomes all faiths.

When: November 23 to 29

When: Mondays, 11am

When: November 27 and 28

When: Permanent

Where: Kino Pod Baranami, Rynek Główny 27

Where: Kino Kika, ul. Ignacego Krasickiego 18

Where: Teatr Ludowy, os. Teatralne 34

Where: JCC, ul. Miodowa 24

All photos courtesy Aleksandra Batura
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In the distance 140 x 170cm oil.canvas. 2008

Karl Culley
but loneliness can be good or bad,” she replies, “in-

between two worlds: “I like jumping from one re-

technology, transport and industry. Stark lines in-

ternally I need a lot of space, maybe this is why they

ality to a different reality, and it’s very important to

tersect, again realistic, but not harsh, rendered with

are blue.”

show the special moment beyond reality, some-

the kind of soft precision of an Edward Hopper, or

We enter the studio of her 4th floor apartment on

thing extraordinary,” she says.

a Georgia O’Keefe. Then out comes the blue, her

romantically ramshackle ul. Bonerowska, skirting

Extended working stays in Rome (“Rome is a very

own ‘blue period.’ There is something unavoidably

the Planty. Canvases are stacked ten deep facing

green city”) and Malaysia, seem to have been for-

reminiscent of 1960s Hockney about the draught-

the walls, the heady scent of oil paint rises from

mative – nature and animals; monkeys, anteaters,

smanship and the faultless azure, humans both

them. Aleksandra exudes an enthusiasm that is also

wild pigs, ghost dogs and the cannibalistic Mexican

swallowed up and alienated by it. And then green

heady. She pulls out canvases, and shows me three

axolotl seem to have crept into her work as a con-

seeps in, becomes predominant, her oeuvre jour-

or four unfinished pieces exploring animal vision,

sequence of the latter.

neying towards nature and her current project: the

leksandra Batura opens the door with

including the one on her easel of blue tending to

Aleksandra thinks of herself as an outsider, despite

vision of animals. As we talk, her son grasps for the

a warm, expansive smile. She holds her

green.

sharing Krakow with a number of somewhat insular

dictaphone – I have to keep switching hands. Per-

blond toddler, wriggling in her arms. Lat-

Aleksandra has been a Krakow artist for eight years

artistic groups, and attending Krakow’s prestigious

haps he has inherited his mother’s inquisitiveness,

er it strikes me he is dressed in a white sweater with

now, romance having inspired relocation from

Academy of Fine Arts: “I don’t care so much about

her need to keep moving and explore.

blue stripes, and blue trousers.

her native Mazury – Poland’s lakeland of skies and

artistic communities.” She pulls out more canvases.

“I’m too young to do only one thing, like a robot,”

Blueness – this is the initial impression when view-

space. She started her art studies in Gdańsk: “The

Now we’ve spilled out of the cramped studio, into

she says. Indeed, she is versatile, a rare, wide-eyed

ing Aleksandra’s work on her website (www.alek-

seaside is the subconscious,” she tells me, “blue is

the bedroom, surrounded by paintings, and into

and ever-curious artist, using multiple themes and

sandrabatura.com) – blue seas, blue skies and the

freedom, and the sea is like a dream.” But she misses

her son’s playroom. “Special artists make art just

media. “Art does not like a frame,” she says, “Conse-

occasional, isolated human figure set against them.

the coastal city: “I cried for two years after moving

for themselves, and communicate, because art is a

quence is not as important as looking for some-

An unreal realism. Calm, yes, but I ask if there is also

here.”

kind of language.”

thing.”

loneliness in this clean and meditative stillness. “Yes,

I ask if the sky-reflecting water is like a membrane

Her earlier work shows a pre-occupation with

The Little Gym®
ul. ks. Franciszka Maja 40
www.thelittlegym.eu/po-en

Launching a
lifetime of
healthy habits

Encouraging exercise and physical activity in

35 years of hands-on experience, a mountain of re-

the routines of children not only offers immedi-

search and thoughtful parent feedback, The Little

ate benefits, but also has a long-term impact on

Gym® has become the premier motor skills devel-

their wellbeing as adults. To help form healthy

opment programme for children from as young as

habits, parents can seek out opportunities to help

4 months up to 12 years.

children develop a love for an active lifestyle, such

The programme is divided into eight age

as age-appropriate physical development pro-

groups, and parents, grandparents and carers par-

grammes like those offered by The Little Gym®.

ticipate in the classes with the children up to the

From the outside The Little Gym® building looks

age of three. Thereafter, the adults can enjoy the

like any other smart, new office building in the

classes from the comfort of the lobby and watch

suburbs of Krakow but as you enter, everything

through a glass wall.

from the exceptionally warm welcome, the bright

“At each stage the children are taught according

and vibrant interior and wonderfully equipped

to their individual developmental needs by profes-

gymnasium says that this is no

sional instructors,” Graham ex-

ordinary place. It is a very spe-

plained “learning is maximized

cial place for children.

through themed lesson plans

“Quite simply, this is where

using exploration, imagina-

we have Serious Fun,” say

tion, creative movement, ex-

owners Graham and Oliwia.

clusively created music and, of

“We first encountered The
Little Gym® in the UK and the Netherlands when

course, gymnastics. And with
that learning comes happy, confident kids.”

we were seeking worthwhile activities for our son

The Little Gym® is an international brand with

Léon, who was 8 months at the time. One visit to

over 300 locations worldwide. When asked “Why

The Little Gym® in Harrogate was enough to con-

Krakow?” Graham and Oliwia explained: “We love

vince us that this was a place we had to take Léon

Krakow and chose the city as the place we want to

on a regular basis. The joy all three of us experi-

live and to bring the same benefits that our family

enced in his Parent-Child classes and the physical,

has enjoyed with The Little Gym® to the families of

emotional and social development he made dur-

this great city. We invite all parents, grandparents

ing that time was incredible.”

and carers to share our passion for children and

The Little Gym® provides non-competitive gym-

to try out The Little Gym® with a free introductory

nastics and movement programmes with a focus

class where we can guarantee that same Serious

on building children’s confidence. With more than

Fun!”
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On the Other Side of the Torah
Maia Lazar of New Eastern Europe
www.neweasterneurope.eu

he Galicia Jewish Museum in

foundations of Christianity.

Krakow

modern

Monika Stepien, a PhD candidate in Jewish

building that was once a mill. This

occupies

a

Studies at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow,

large space houses the permanent

had a similar reaction. For her, one side was not

Traces of Memory exhibition,

more important than the other; both were of

which features photographs of the ruined remains

equal significance as such a sacred text had never

of Jewish life throughout Polish Galicia, as well

been damaged or “painted in this way” before. In

as hosting events including live klezmer music,

her video response, Connie Webber ponders the

Friday-night Shabbat services for Beit Krakow, and

intention of the portrait’s subject. Was it just text

book signings and lectures.

to him, she asks? Or was it done with the intent

The museum’s recent temporary exhibition, On

to harm, in the full knowledge of the sacredness

the Other Side of the Torah: Wartime Portraits from

of the Torah?

Tübingen, only took half an hour to walk through,

Viewing these documents the way one would

but at least a day to fully comprehend and digest.

On the other side are the upside-down portraits

he may have to start all over again. After all this

view a typical avant-garde art exhibition, rather

Visitors were greeted with introductory texts

of a Wehrmacht officer and his wife. The officer

writing is done, each sheet is sewn together with

than as historical objects, they could be seen

about the Torah, and an overview of the events

is smiling proudly, perhaps triumphantly. The

sinews. This work can take months, if not years.

as intentionally trying to shock the viewer. This

leading up to the Holocaust, with references to

question that inevitably arises is whether the

Audio-visual media in the exhibition relayed

seems, at least partially, to be the intention of the

Kristallnacht and the increase in anti-Semitism,

soldier, or the artist, understood the sacredness

responses to this relic from Holocaust survivors,

curator, Jason Francisco. He likens the Shoah to

and the persecution of the Jews, in pre-World War

of the text on the other side. The Book of Exodus

members of the Jewish community, and scholars.

a “horrible puzzle” and the Torah fragments from

II Germany.

is one of the most fundamental books of the

Piotr Nawrocki, a board member of the Jewish

Tübingen as “small but potent pieces” that aim to

Two years ago in Tübingen, Germany, fragments

Torah, the sacred text that many Jews regard as a

community in Krakow, remarked that one of his

“challenge with bluntness” and, at the same time,

of a Sefer Torah (a hand written copy of the

cornerstone of their faith.

first reactions was “confusion” followed by pain.

compel the viewer to contemplate when art is no

Torah) were found in the house of a recently

A Sefer Torah is a scroll consisting of 60 to 80 sheets

Even though the Torah is essentially desecrated,

longer art? Did Herr Mayer, the Wehrmacht officer

deceased octogenarian. On one side is part of

of parchment with exactly 304,805 characters.

he regards the object as “art for both sides” in that

in question, lack an understanding of just how

the Hebrew text of Exodus, which describes how

Each sheet is meticulously written out by a scribe,

it is “precious to [the] Germans” and “holy” for the

sacred the text was? Or was it just a handy canvas

Moses began to write the Ten Commandments

who must adhere to Ashurite script. If the scribe

Jews. And it is also painful not just for Jews, but

lying around for his portrait?

and the prohibition against worshiping idols.

misspells one word, or a character is misshapen,

also for Christians, as the Torah is also one of the
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Jamie Stokes

The Testimony of Richard Apte
yszard Apte was 16 at the start of World

inscribed in the artist’s own, schoolboy hand:

War II. A native of Krakow, he was the son

“Ryszard Apte. 1939/40.”

of one of the city’s tens of thousands of
assimilated Jewish families.
Living on ul. św. Sebastian, he had attended the
Hebrew Gymnasium on ul. Podbrzezie. He wrote,

will be the first time Apte’s work has been on
public display.

he drew and he played musical instruments. In

The style of the illustrations is cool, composed

1942 he was deported by the Nazis to a work

and rational – their content is anything but. The

camp in Stalowa Wola, where he died, aged 19.

lines and cross-hatching are meticulous and

It’s the story of hundreds of thousands of young

have an undeniable naivety, but the figures they

Jewish men who lost their lives in the Holocaust.

delineate are not the fantasies of youth. In the

What makes Ryszard Apte’s story different, is

mirror of a coolly rendered barber’s shop, a half-

that he left something behind – a collection of

starved figure has his head shaved by a giant,

illustrations he created while languishing in the

faceless skeleton. A tentacled horror and a fish

Wieliczka ghetto, a collection he titled ‘Anxiety.’

picked clean of flesh hang over a figure tucked up

Regardless of their artistic merit, Apte’s

For more information:
The Galicia Jewish Museum
ul. Dajwór 18
www.galiciajewishmuseum.org

The Ryszard Apte: Anxiety exhibition opening
at the Galicia Jewish Museum on November 15

in a comfortable, middle-class bedroom.

drawings are immensely valuable cultural objects,

Polish art historian and critic Anda Rottenberg

representing one of the very few surviving

has described Apte’s illustrations as a “sensational

examples of visual art created by an individual

discovery that puts the viewer in a position of

living at the time and under the direct threat of

utter helplessness.” Visitors to the Galicia Jewish

the Holocaust.

Museum are invited to confront this powerful

Apte’s illustrations were rediscovered in 2009 in
a house in Wieliczka. They take up several pages
of a simple school notebook, its green cover

testimony from the past.

Martyna Wilde
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Krakow is home to one of the most original

longing for love, but also of waiting and searching

find yourself in need of a daring, bespoke fashion

Polish fashion designers out there. Pat Guzik was

– both subjects that interest her greatly. Her work

statement before the ready-to-wear line is out,

recently singled out by the Polish edition of Elle

bridges austerity, rawness and dreams. It is highly

you can contact Pat through her website: www.

Magazine as one of the most groundbreaking

narrative too: “When I start to work on a project,

patguzik.com or cargocollective.com/patguzik.

young designers to watch. Not bad, considering

the first question that I ask myself is: ‘What story

her adventures in design began a mere four years

do I want to tell?’ Then I create a mood board

ago.

based on photographic materials and other visual

PAT GUZIK (b. 1986) lives and creates in

references. This forms the beginnings of an idea

Krakow. She received her degree firstly, in the

Despite being a relative newcomer, it is clear

and, from there, I move on to choosing the fabrics

area of Philosophy and Sociology Studies at

that Pat Guzik’s style is already very developed

and creating the silhouettes.” The effect is always

the Pedagogical University of Krakow and

and displays great integrity. Her original, couture

beautiful, yet disturbing.

then graduated from SAPU (School of Art and

creations verge on the brutal, combined with

garde fashion and perceived more as visionary

a strong use of symbolism, yet they also have a

artists than simple fashion designers.

seductive fragility about them. She admits that

Fashion Design). Her degree show, titled Over the

While most designers go straight to the market

Rainbow has earned her a 6 month scholarship

with prêt-à-porter collections, Pat is doing it

at the renowned Academy of Design and Haute

her designs are often autobiographical: “What I

If fashion is communication, then the narratives

the hard way by concentrating first on complex

Couture in Valencia. Pat has been a finalist in

design is a reflection of who I am and how I feel.

that Guzik’s works create are undoubtedly of an

designs and stunning visual representations of her

many competitions, including Art & Fashion in

I have always been fascinated by ambiguity and,

unsettling nature. They tell a dark, modern fairy tale

work. This approach has generated a lot of interest

Poznan and Habitus Baltija in Riga. She has also

when I was a child, my favourite crayon was black.”

inspired by stories of witches, Slavic demonology

and cultivated a strong following. She is thinking

been a special guest designer at the Final Fashion

She admits to being inspired by the likes of Junya

and pagan beliefs. One of her favourite motifs is

about moving on to ready-to-wear collections,

Show organized by Fahmoda (Hannover).

Watanabe and Martin Margiela, both of whom are

the wreath. Used extensively in pagan ceremonies

and I sincerely hope that she can make the jump

well known for being at the forefront of avant-

throughout Poland, for Pat it’s symbolic of a

and extend her line into widespread success. If you

Krakow
Business
Leaders:
Tom Leach,
Managing Director
Leach & Lang
Property Consultants
Can you give us a potted history of Leach &
Lang?

Mirek Woźniak, Lunar Logic Polska

A space for hackers in Krakow? A den of cyberbandits intent on stealing my Facebook profile?
No thanks!

or foundations.

Leach & Lang began life as two distinct

Despite the number of new schemes appearing,

businesses – Property Investment Services in

rents are remaining stable thanks to a low vacancy

Warsaw (started by Beata Lang) and Leach & Co.

rate.

Property Consultants in Krakow (started by myself )

What have been Leach & Lang’s greatest

– almost 10 years ago. In 2005 it was decided there

achievements over the past five Years?

would be a lot of synergies by having our two

Every year brings new challenges and new

Hackerspace Krakow has opted for the latter

companies work more closely together and hence

successes. From a Krakow point of view, six of our

Have no fear, the bad guys are called crackers –

option. It will support its existence through

Leach & Lang Property Consultants was born. We

staff have now been with us for over five years,

hackers are something else. Hackers are interested

donations from sponsors and membership fees. If

now employ almost 40 dedicated and fluent

which is highly unusual in our sector and has

in understanding how the world works. You could

you can’t afford the fee, that won’t be a problem.

English-speaking staff, manage 500 residential

given us an established senior team. In terms of

call them tinkers or inventors. Hackers prefer to

Members are encouraged to contribute in any

and commercial properties nationwide and have

business deals, 2011 was our strongest year to

make things, or adjust what they already have,

way they can.

over 1,000 properties exclusively for sale at any

date, which was obviously a reason to celebrate

given time.

in itself, but perhaps being entrusted with the

rather than buy new. And they are everywhere.

As for the bigger players, Lunar Logic has

If you want to meet one, the IT and electronics

supported the initiative from the very beginning,

What

industries are their natural habitat.

providing funds, gear, space and people. Krakow’s

advantages of operating in CEE real estate?

are

the

major

challenges

and

position of lead agent on Browar Lubicz (a 305
apartment development with 8,000 sq m of office

In order to thrive, a hacker needs tools, space

Google Developer Group has also helped,

One of the biggest issues is convincing vendors

space and 5,000 sq m of retail) as our first exclusive

and other hackers who possess knowledge he

supplying hearts for the robots and the time of

to sign exclusive sales/letting mandates, which

sales mandate was also one of our greatest

or she doesn’t yet have. A basement computer

their ultra-pro members.

then enable us to make a special and thorough

achievements.

centre won’t do in the long run. This is why

In charge of organisational and official matters

effort on the vendors’ behalf in terms of marketing,

What would you say to a young person

Krakow’s hackers are joining forces to set up a

at HSKRK are Maria Skrzypek and Mirek Woźniak.

advertising and advising on pricing etc. Another

thinking about a career in real estate in

hackerspace in the city.

There are also other, core members who perform

challenge (but I am sure this is not confined to

Poland?

A hackerspace is a place where programmers,

duties assigned by the founders or devise tasks for

the CEE) is persuading vendors to accept market

I would say that the property business can

DIY enthusiasts and artists can meet, start projects,

themselves (90% of the time, it’s the latter). Finally,

realities when it comes to pricing. The largest plus

sometimes be rather illiquid and frustrating so you

learn, teach, spread IT lore and try to make the

there is a constantly churning mix of dozens of

point is the hard-working attitude and sense of

need to have a patient and hard-working attitude

world a better place. It’s an open space equipped

people who attend events, help with various

humour of my colleagues and clients who turn

– and as many irons in the fire as possible – to

with specialised tools and free knowledge. There is

chores or just keep the idea alive.

what could be a demanding job into a pleasure.

ensure eventual success.

even silence if you need it.

Status Report…?

How does Krakow’s real estate market

How long have you lived in Krakow?

There are hundreds of hackerspaces across

Hackerspace Kraków is almost ready. The

compare to that in other Polish, and other CEE
cities?

I have lived in Poland since June 2003. I

the globe, and at least three in Poland. It’s high

foundation has rented a flat at ul. Radziwiłłowska

time Krakow had its own – Hackerspace Krakow

20/2 (five minutes from the Main Square). Right

The dynamics of the Krakow residential market

(HSKRK).

now, the space is completely raw, lacking such

in terms of pricing have been very similar to those

accession to the EU.

A Hacker’s Guide to Improvement…

rudimentary features as a heating system or

of other major Polish cities over the past five or ten

What have been the greatest changes in

Hackers make robots. Hackers weld. They write

a stable electricity supply. But HSKRK’s flying

years. Generally, Krakow occupies second position

Krakow/Poland changed in that time?

and test new computer programs. They even knit.

engineering squad are already in action – where

in Poland in terms of average pricing per square

The opening up of the Polish airports to cheap

They do some things for fun, or just because they

others see problems, they see opportunities.

metre with Warsaw consistently about 20% more

carriers (Ryanair, Easyjet etc.) has had a profound

can, but they can also help with serious problems
if needed.
A hackerspace can, for example, assist the

arrived in Krakow, in fact, on the day Polish voters
overwhelmingly endorsed Poland’s eventual

The legal red tape is almost in place and now

expensive and Wrocław, Poznań and Tri-City 10%

effect on Krakow/Poland. It has enabled business

the founders are busy looking for sponsors and

cheaper. All the major Polish cities saw falls of

and tourism to grow extensively and together

people who want to contribute to the idea.

around 20% over the past five years on the back

with the freeing up of labour markets in various EU

municipal authorities to address air pollution

Remember: hackers don’t steal your bank details

of unsustainable growth between 2004 and 2007.

countries it enabled a lot of Polish people to travel

problems by devising clever sensor systems. They

or tap into your laptop camera. They can, however,

We deal with many international clients operating

and work abroad and broaden their horizons.

can teach kids how to fix their broken toys or

make your TV recognize faces, disassemble and

in the CEE region and typically trends in the

If you were Emperor of Krakow for a day, what

advise you on which laptop to buy.

assemble your bike again (without losing any

residential markets have been similar in the major

would you change about the city?

parts in the process) or help you knit a sweater.

cities in the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia

I think it would have to start with the

The

possibilities

are

endless. Think

of

Hackerspace Krakow as a low-key think tank.

The Red Tape…
Hackerspaces come in various flavours: some
are informal gatherings, other are clubs, societies

The Krakow ministry of geekdom will open in

with slightly weaker results in the Baltics and the

abolishment of small change – no taxi driver or

the coming weeks. You just need to knock on the

Balkans. Krakow’s office market is particularly

shop assistant seems to ever have any – a constant

door, provided it hasn’t identified and let you in

strong at the moment with many new projects

source of anguish and stress for anyone in the

already…

under construction by international developers.

service sector.
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Topical Polish! with the Accent School of Polish
niepodległość (noun, f)

długoterminowy (adj, m)

kalendarzowa adj (f)

independence

long-term (adj)

calendar (adj.)

zaprzeczać (ja zaprzeczam, ty
zaprzeczasz)
to deny / contradict smth or smbd

11 listopada obchodzimy święto odzyskania

Długoterminowa prognoza pogody na listo-

Pierwszy dzień kalendarzowej zimy to 22

niepodległości.

pad wygląda obiecująco.

grudnia.

Znany polityk oświadczył, że nie będzie

On November 11 we celebrate Independence

The long-term weather forecast for November

The first day of calendar winter is the 22nd of

zaprzeczał faktom.

Day.

looks promising.

December.

The well-known politician said he would not
deny the facts.

Tales from the chalkface Dear Dr. Ovlowska…
■ Chris Riley

never sick of teaching

“I have sex, but I don’t like it”

It’s that time of the year again, the ‘no’ time:

stressed colleague that is covering the class

no sun, no rest, no let up. The pace of les-

at short notice, have to following what looks

sons is heating up for everyone, although

like a pirate’s treasure map, although the

the students may not feel it as keenly as

treasure chest at the end of is often locked.

the teachers. It’s only when exams are days

“Go to the cupboard at the back of room 10

away that the ones facing the blackboard

and get the blue text books from the top pile

actually feel a sense of urgency (it’s too late

on the second shelf down on the left, just by

– but that’s another story). By now, someone

the DVD player. Turn to the unit on weather

will have fallen foul of some kind of bug that

and ask the students to work on that. Don’t

will involve coughing, wheezing and sneez-

take any notice if they say they’ve done it.”

ing enough to spread germs all around the

When the treasure seeker finally arrives at the

room, if not the entire school.

cupboard, he or she finds that the only blue

This means that at least one and, realistically,

text book has no unit on weather in it and

several teachers have had to take time off to

is, contrary to expectations, on the fifth shelf

fight the ‘flu. Even if you had a shot, chances

on the right. Surprisingly enough, teachers

are the vaccination was not for the strain

who send in this kind of cover get very up-

that ends up attacking you – a temperature,

set when they return to find their students

Dear Julie,

not her sexuality, and that’s important to re-

blocked nose and sore throat are just occu-

have done something that had nothing to

It’s never a good idea to force yourself to do

member next time you feel pressured to go

pational hazards.

do with weather. In our defence, it’s hard to

something you don’t want to do. Your body

home with somebody.

The trouble is, most teachers don’t know

think straight when you wake up feeling as if

will remember all the moments when you

Be honest. Say you’ve never had sex with a

when to stop (ask any student). Most of us

your head has been taken over by a building

pushed yourself beyond your limits and did

guy you love, and that you want that to be

suffer the delusion that we’re indispensable,

team tasked with demolishing your brain.

something you should not have allowed to

the next step in your life. Remain open to

and that a substitute teacher could never do

The other reason teachers hate to take

happen.

meeting a man, talking with him, hugging

the job as well as we do. In some cases, this

time off is guilt. We know it puts pressure

My advice would be to decide that, from

him and even kissing and holding hands,

really is true, not because of the stunning

on everyone else, and means that students’

now on, you will not have sex with anybody

but avoid sex until you are absolutely sure.

lessons we normally deliver, but because the

progress might take a nose dive. It’s best to

until you have developed some kind of feel-

You can set all the limits you want. You are

way we explain how a lesson is to be covered

remember that taking a day off sick leads to

ings for him and he has developed feelings

the one who should decide about your life.

are so difficult to follow. The line manager

a quick recovery and another kind of ‘no’ – no

for you. Forget the idea that all guys want sex

Saying ‘no’ is just as valid as saying ‘yes.’

spreading those germs any further.

straight away, because it’s not true.

Hugs from

Men fall in love with a woman’s personality,

Dr. Ovlowska

trying to work out where the materials are,
or more probably the harassed secretary or

Dear Dr. Ovlowska,
I’m a 22 year-old girl and I have never had sex
with the same guy twice.
I’ve never had a serious boyfriend, which is
probably my own fault. Each time I meet a guy,
it’s always about sex, sex, sex.
It’s as if all guys expect sex on the first date. My
problem is that I don’t really want sex, and I
don’t really enjoy it. Actually, I’m disgusted by a
man’s ‘private parts’ and I certainly don’t enjoy

being penetrated.
I do like foreplay, but only as long as it’s about
me. I cannot make myself perform a hand-job,
let alone oral sex, which makes me want to
throw up.
What should I do? Guys like to have sex in a
relationship, but what can I do to feel safe and
happy?
Julie.
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Buma Square Business Park, ul. Wadowicka 6
Bunkier Sztuki Cafe, pl. Szczepanski 3a
Cafe Camelot, ul. Tomasza 17
Cafe Czekolada, ul. Bracka 4
Cafe Gołębia, ul. Gołębia 3
Cafe Philo, ul. Tomasza 30
Cafe Szafe, ul. Felicjanek 10
Carpe Diem, ul. Sławkowska 6A
Cheder Cafe, ul. Józefa 36
Cheers Pub, ul. Grodzka 31
Coffee Heaven, ul. Karmelicka 8
Coffee Shop Company, ul. Sławkowska 6
Copernicus Restaurant & Hotel, ul. Kanonicza 16
Culca, ul. Mostowa 14
Cupcake Corner, ul. Bracka 4
Cupcake Corner, ul. Michałowskiego 14
Drukarnia, ul. Nadwiślańska 1

 Faculty of Commodity Science
Faculty
of Management
Dym, ul.
Tomasza
13
Eszeweria, ul. Józefa 9
Euromarket Office Center, ul. Jasnogórska 1
Galeria Kazimierz Info Point, ul. Daszyńskiego
Galicia Jewish Museum, ul. Dajwór 18
German Consulate, ul. Stolarska 7
Grand Hotel, ul. Sławkowska 5/7
Gródek Hotel, ul. Na Gródku 4
Harris Piano Jazz Bar, Rynek Główny 28
Hot Chilli Indian Restaurant, ul. Pijarska 9
Hotel Floryan / Vesuvio, ul. Floriańska 38
House of Beer, ul. Tomasza 35
Il Calzone, ul. Starowiślna 15a
Instytut Amerykanistyki I Studiow Polonijnych,
Rynek Główny 34
Instytut Francuski, ul. Stolarska 15
Inter Book Book Shop, ul. Karmelicka 27
International Cultural Centre, Rynek Główny 25
Irish Mbassy, ul. Stolarska 3
Irish Pub - Pod Papugami, ul. Jana 18
IT point, Plac Mariacki 3
Jagellonian Centre of European Studies, ul.
Garbarska 7a
Jagellonian Centre of European Studies Student
house, ul. Piastowska 47
Jewish Cultural Centre, ul. Miodowa 24
Kawa pod Kogutkiem, ul. Józefa 11
Kijow.Centrum, ul. Krasińskiego 34
Kino Pod Baranami, Rynek Główny 27
Kładka, ul. Mostowa 8
Krakow Business Park, ul. Krakowska 280
Ksiegarnia Jezykowa, ul. Stolarska 10

www.uek.krakow.pl

La Petite France, ul. Tomasza 25
Les Couleurs, ul. Estery 10
Massolit Bookstore, ul. Felicjanek 04/2
Mikolaj, Hotel, ul. Mikołajska 30
Mleczarnia, ul. Meiselsa 20
Moa Burger, ul. Mikołajska 3
Nordic House (consulates), ul. Anny 5
Opera Krakowska, ul. Lubicz 48
Orbis Francuski, ul. Pijarska 13
Pauza, ul. Floriańska 18
Philharmonic Hall, ul. Zwierzyniecka 1
Piano Rouge, Rynek Główny 46
Pierwszy Lokal, ul. Stolarska 6
Pod Roza, Hotel / Amarone Rest., ul. Floriańska 14
Pollera Hotel, ul. Szpitalna 30
Polski, Hotel, ul. Pijarska 17
Propaganda, ul. Miodowa 20
Quattro Business Park, al. B-Komorowskiego 25
Rondo Business Park, ul. Lublańska 38
Roti Roti, ul. Węgłowa 4
Saski, Hotel, Sławkowska 3
Scandale Royale, pl. Szczepanski 2
Senacki, Hotel, ul. Grodzka 51
Sheraton Hotel, ul. Powisle 7
Starka Restaurant, ul. Józefa 15
Stary, Hotel / Trzy Rybki restaurant, ul.
Szczepańska 5
Sw. Idzi Church, ul. Grodzka 67
Ulica Krokodyli Pub, ul. Szeroka 30
US Consulate, ul. Stolarska 9
Wit Stwosz, Hotel, ul. Mikołajska 28
Zazie French Restaurant, ul. Józefa 34

